Regional factory activity continued to grow modestly in December. Materials price increases slowed slightly from a month ago, and most firms expected to raise wages in 2022.

Tenth District manufacturing growth eased slightly, but expectations for future activity remained strong.

Production and employment have continued to increase. However, more firms reported additional price increases and delivery time delays.

Tenth District manufacturing activity growth moderated slightly but remained solid, and expectations for future production increased further.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Continued at a Strong Pace in August

By Chad Wilkerson
August 26, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity continued at a strong pace, and expectations for future activity remained solid.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Increased Further in July
By Chad Wilkerson
July 22, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity increased further, with solid expectations for future activity over the next six months.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Remained Strong in June
By Chad Wilkerson
June 24, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity remained strong, and expectations for future activity increased to a survey record high.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Continued to Expand at Strong Pace in May
By Chad Wilkerson
May 27, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity continued to expand at a strong pace, and expectations for future activity remained solid.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Expanded Further in April
By Chad Wilkerson
April 22, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity expanded further with the highest monthly composite reading in survey history, and expectations for future activity increased considerably.

Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Grew Solidly
By Chad Wilkerson
March 25, 2021
Tenth District manufacturing activity grew solidly compared to a month ago and a year ago with positive expectations for future activity.

**Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Climbed Higher in February**

*By Chad Wilkerson*

February 25, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity climbed higher in February compared to a month ago and a year ago, and expectations for future activity increased.

**Tenth District Manufacturing Activity Increased at a Faster Pace in January 2021**

*By Chad Wilkerson*

January 28, 2021

Tenth District manufacturing activity increased at a faster pace in January compared to a month ago and was similar to year ago levels. Expectations for future activity rose further.